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years the general practice was to solder the pins and various components into a printed wiring board

(PWB) by hand. The boards were then loaded into an oven for solder reflow, to form a
metallurgical bond between the solder and the board. The process is labor intensive, and often

introduced defects and poor soldering joint quality. For many years automated soldering devices,
such as soldering machines, have been used to solder components in to a PWB. For instance, a

machine soldering process includes moving a PWB, with attached components, past a stationary
heater such that the heater melts a pre-applied layer of solder. The melted solder wets the PWB,

and the heat causes the solder to reflow. The surface tension of the solder then draws the solder to
the component attachment pads, and subsequently bonds the solder to the component attachment

pads. The mechanical contact between the PWB and the heater can cause the solder to be
distributed unevenly, resulting in solder that is too thick at one or more locations. If the solder is not

sufficiently wetted, the components will not be properly bonded. In addition, some solder will be
applied to non-solder areas, resulting in unnecessary wastes. Further, it is known that as the size of
the PWB increases, it is increasingly more difficult to solder and to control the solder distribution,
resulting in component failure, and the potential for a non-conforming assembly. One approach to

controlling solder distribution has been to use a solder-defective chip, which is generally only
partially soldered, to define the solder areas. After the solder-defective chip is mounted onto a

PWB, the solder is applied to the non-solder areas by contacting the component attachment pads of
the PWB directly with the solder-defective chip. This approach has several drawbacks. First, the

approach generally requires a special component, with known defects, to define the solder areas. A
significant cost is associated with the use of such a component. Second, due to the one-to-one

contact between the solder and the component attachment pad, heat may be unevenly distributed
between the solder-defective chip and
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